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CRU

Checklist

Meeting Structure:
l Check in

l Project Connect Question
l Just One Thing
l Individual Goals

1

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge

Guiding Concepts:
l Have a Plan

Cru Com pact
Introduction
A Plan for wellbeing is holistic. It is not
about perfection, but about maintaining
balance and being centered. Knowing when
to push and when to ease up. Knowing that
challenge, mistakes, struggles and conflicts are
inevitable, but MyCRU is about figuring out
how to ride through the storms. These times
present unprecedented challenge, and MyCRU
is designed to help you go the distance, to
flourish, to make a human connection, and
possibly a lifelong friend.

l Don’t Go It Alone
l Have Fun
l Be Gentle
l You are Strong
l Find Hope

The prize is in the process.
-Baron Baptiste

l Stay Safe
Pg.4 • MyCRU Journal
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Cru Com pact

con tinued

Meeting Structure
You will meet with your CRU weekly at a mutually agreeable time.
Suggested structure of the meetings will include:

l Check in (10 Min) – Each member takes turns sharing how they are:
How was your week? How are you doing? What are the highlights and
challenges?
l Project Connect Question (10 min) – Each week a question for
connection is offered via Wellbeing Wednesday email and in your
MyCRU Journal. It is a chance to get to know your CRU at a more
meaningful level than small talk. Remember to use your attentive
listening!

l Just One Thing (10 min) – We’ve asked you to subscribe to the Just
One Thing free e-newsletter. Make time each meeting to check in with
one another about the themes or resources in the newsletter. What
stuck with you? What did you find valuable?
rickhanson.net/newsletter-signup/

l Individual Goals (20 minutes) – Each member reviews their strength
and broad intention for wellbeing. They reiterate their weekly goal, and
possibly review what lead to their progress or what may have got in the
way. Goals are set for the following week.

l GROUP Weekly WELLBEING Challenge (10 min) – There is nothing like
a group challenge to motivate! What small wellbeing challenge do you
want to all agree to? Group Challenges might come from the weekly
theme, the Just One Thing newsletter, or check out the wellbeing
website for ideas and make it doable. This journal and the Wellbeing
Wednesday email suggest some GROUP Weekly Wellbeing Challenges.

If nothing changes, nothing changes.
Pg.6 • MyCRU Journal

Guiding Concepts
l Have a Plan – Setting an intention or goal and map for getting there.
Start with the Wellbeing assessment to help get individualized feedback
on areas of focus: tinyurl.com/umass-wellbeing-assessment

l Don’t Go It Alone – Most of all, we can’t do any of this alone. Your
weekly CRU meetings and your CRU mates provide a chance for you
to get and give some much needed support. Keep this time sacred and
make a commitment to help each other along the journey that will be
this year. Like Dorothy, Luke Skywalker, Frodo, and all the great heroes,
none of them did it alone! They had sidekicks, friends and mentors
ushering them along the way.

l Have Fun – Your goals might be serious, but the path to them doesn’t
always need to be. Bring a spirit of play to your CRU. Find your kid
energy. Look for ways to belly laugh. It won’t always be accessible, but
when you can grab it, do so. It is good medicine for wellbeing!
l Be Gentle – Times of stress exist in our bodies. Times of stress can
make us feel edgy, extreme, and fearful. If you were comforting a
frightened child, being more critical or harsh with them certainly would
not ease the situation. Everyone, and we mean EVERYONE, is struggling
right now. Our capacity to show compassion to ourselves allows us to
show it to others. Know that times of stress can be a wedge or glue.
Choose the glue.

l You are STRONG – One of our professors in the School of Nursing,
Dr. Ginny Chandler, calls finding our strengths “ordinary magic.” If
we took the time to identify what we are good at, and what we have
already faced and overcome, our strength would be evident. During
this program we will give you plenty of opportunities to remember your
strengths and to recognize the strength of those around you.
l Find HOPE – Your education alone is a prime example of new growth,
even amidst struggle. Be grateful and when you can, help others find
the light side. Use your CRU to help you find hope amidst difficulty.

l Stay Safe – It’s hard but it helps. We know that the things we all must
do to end this pandemic are unprecedented and hard, but it helps and it
works. It also takes all of us. This is evidenced in the data that correlates
with simple practices such as wearing masks and keeping distance
driving down infection rates. Please practice these when engaging with
your CRU, and of course everywhere!
MyCRU Journal • Pg.7

MyCRU Wellbeing Guide
MyCRU Members

AS a participant in MyCRU
I agree to the following:

l SET A WEEKLY MEETING TIME/LOCATION:
We agree to meet weekly at the following:

time:
and virtual space:
Meetings will generally last about an hour. But if you want to hang out
longer that is fine! While we understand that this time is important to
all of us, and we will prioritize this, at times there may be urgent matters
that interrupt. We agree to let MyCRU know in advance if I can’t attend,
and to work out a mutually agreeable time for rescheduling.
In general we would suggest a Thursday evening meeting time, when
the week’s work is mostly done.

List the members
of your crew, and
any relevant contact
information.

l TAKE THE WELLBEING ASSESSMENT: tinyurl.com/umass-wellbeingassessment. This tool allows you to rate your level of satisfaction
with domains of wellbeing in your life, receive feedback about making
a personalized plan for increased wellbeing and health related to
substances and mood. All results are strictly confidential and will not
be available to anyone else. Before your first My CRU meeting please
click on the link above and take your assessment. You will receive an
email with your personalized results. Be sure to review this and have it
available at the first meeting.
l SET YOUR PERSONAL WELLBEING VISION: Based upon the assessment

The real voyage of discovery consists
not in seeking new landscapes,
but in having new eyes.
Pg.8 • MyCRU Journal

-Marcel Proust

you took, what area of wellbeing is a strength of yours? What area
would you like to focus on and improve with the help of your CRU?
These are broad intentions. Within the assessment feedback there are
more specific suggestions for resources and strategies in each domain
of wellbeing. Weekly Wellbeing Wednesday emails may also give you
some ideas.
MyCRU Journal • Pg.9
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The CoJourn Formula for Success
CoJourn is based on 8 Core Components – the research-backed strategies
that are so essential for success with the program. This is what
distinguishes CoJourn from other accountability programs.
Some of these guidelines may seem like no-brainers, and others may
feel like a very different way from how you typically do things. We
encourage you to use these as guideposts to structure your experience,
to refresh your memory on them throughout the process, and check in
with your team about how you feel you are doing with them.

Component #1: Peer Support
In contrast to models of peer coaching or peer mentoring, CoJourn is
a model of Peer Support that taps into the power of reciprocity and
mutuality.

Peer Support Involves:
• Holding an open space and listening compassionately to your
partners so they can access their own wisdom about what is right
for them, and most needed at that moment in time
• Acting as a non-judgmental sounding board and encouraging your
partners, striving to be positive and supportive of what they are
going through

1. Peer Support

• Asking clarifying questions to help your partners distill the most
important goals to strive toward that week

2. Confidentiality

• Recording your partner’s goals for them using a clear and
encouraging tone

3. Active Listening
4. Accountability
5. Commitment

Peer Support Does Not Involve:
• Offering unsolicited feedback

6. Compassionate / Nonjudgmental Approach

• Coaching / advising your partners about what you think their goals
should be

7. Spirit of Celebration

• Asking questions in a way that indicates disapproval or judgment
about their goals (i.e. …“Do you really think you should do that?”)

8. Singular Focus on Change
The first three Core Components above all relate to cultivating
connection. Following these component guidelines will support the
creation of trusting, sustainable, and vibrant relationships among group
members, and help keep potential tangles or challenging dynamics to a
minimum.

The final five components of the program all relate to creating
conditions to maximize follow-through, helping participants to make
real, sustained movement toward their goals.
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• Making things about you while your partner is talking (i.e. – “Oh
yeah, that reminds me of that time when I …“)

If you do what you’ve always
done, you’re going to get
what you have always gotten.
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Component #2: Confidentiality

Component #4: Accountability

It is critical that CoJourn partners feel assured that everything said within
the confines of a check-in will be Confidential (not be repeated without
permission).

CoJourn is based on belief in the value of external accountability to help
people close the gap between intention and action and follow through
on life goals. We believe one of the reasons New Year’s resolutions are
so difficult to follow through on is that there is often no one to offer
support or hold you accountable over time.

•

This helps CoJourn partners to feel comfortable and as if they can
show themselves to one another and be vulnerable.

• Similar to therapeutic relationships, this helps create a safe place to
talk. With the rise of social media and confusing boundaries between
public and private spaces, these spaces of confidentiality are even
more rare and coveted.

Component #3: Active Listening
Active listening, at the most basic level, is hearing and receiving a
message with understanding.
CoJourn check-ins are rooted in this intentional type of listening practice
that involves striving to listen with your full, undivided presence and
attention.
• This type of active, deep listening relates closely to peer support, and
helps CoJourn partners act as sounding boards, and pull out each
other’s thinking about what they need.

Definition
Merriam Webster’s dictionary defines accountability as “an obligation or
willingness to accept responsibility or to account for one’s actions.” In
the context of CoJourn, this means simply telling someone that you are
planning to do something, writing it down, and then following up and
reporting on how it went.

Research Shows: the simple act of writing a goal down, sharing it with
a friend, and checking in weekly about it, makes people 76% likely to
actually achieve it (33% more likely than people who did not build in
that type of accountability).

Legitimate Accountability

Tips for Active Listening During the Check-In

The form of accountability in CoJourn is what is called “legitimate
accountability.“ This means being accountable to someone or
something that you actually want to be accountable to, in relation to
something that you believe in and have bought into. In most cases, for
accountability to be truly effective as a strategy, it must be perceived as
legitimate (i.e. a chosen accountability partner).

• Beforehand, take a few deep breaths to center yourself and
set an intention to listen with your full, undivided attention

Component #5: Commitment

• Move to a space with minimal distractions present
• Avoid multitasking during check-ins (stay off email,
social media, etc.)

CoJourn involves making a dual commitment – both to yourself,
AND others. This increases the likelihood of following through
on the program

• Listen without judging or reacting until the full message
is shared

Weekly Time to Reflect

• None of us get enough opportunities to be truly listened to, and it’s a
real gift we can offer one another.

• If your mind wanders, be compassionate with yourself, but
gently bring your mind back to what your partner is saying
• Record your partner’s goals for them as they talk – this
supports active involvement in listening to your partners
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You commit to give yourself the gift of a meeting every week, to slow
down and check in to make sure you are going in the direction you
set for yourself. Commitment to this mechanism for consistent selfreflection provides a rich opportunity to practice mindfulness in today’s
fast paced society.
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While it may be easy to let yourself off the hook, it is more difficult to
skip out on a check-in when you know that there are others who are
counting on it for their own well-being.

Component #6: Compassionate &
Nonjudgmental Approach

Component #7: Spirit of Celebration

CoJourn is designed to be experienced as fun, light and positive, and
should ideally help create a relaxed, easeful process of empowerment
and change. This often requires partners to continuously remind
each other that this program is not another way to feel badly about
themselves.

Holding a spirit of celebration is about the way you treat yourself
when you do succeed in completing one of your goals. Keeping this
in mind will help you and your partners maintain a positive tone
throughout the program and will allow you to stay motivated and keep
moving along your path.

We believe a relaxed, loving, self-compassionate approach made the
program feel more possible to sustain (and much more fun!)

Research shows: taking time to celebrate small achievements changes

Research shows: self-criticism undermines our motivation. In contrast,
engaging in self-compassion is very strongly related to:
• Mental well-being
• Less depression, anxiety, stress, perfectionism
• Positive states like happiness and life satisfaction
• Greater motivation, taking greater self responsibility,
making healthier lifestyle choices
• A greater connection with others – better interpersonal relationships

See Kristin Neff: self-compassion.org
Because many of us are harder on ourselves than on even our worst
enemies, holding a spirit of self-compassion can be very difficult for most
people. This is where your CoJourn Partners come in! During check-ins,
be sure to honor a spirit of non-judgment, and remind your partners of
self-compassion and interrupt any patterns of self-loathing, criticism,
and harshness with oneself.
If your partners did not complete one (or all!) of their set goals, remind
them that this is okay, and is to be expected when working toward
sustained change.
• If your partners did not succeed in a goal, it may be that it was
a bit beyond the place where they are. They might need more
support or a different intention, more of a baby step to where they
would like to go.
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your physiology and releases endorphins that increase well-being. It also
increases feelings of pride and builds confidence, both of which make us
want to try even harder.
Acknowledging and celebrating small wins can create a “success
mindset,” which can boost morale and help keep you going during
times of challenge. Negative experiences tend to have a greater impact
on us than positive ones, so we need to actively internalize positive
experiences by giving at least five times more attention to what we did
well rather than focusing on what we did wrong.
And since it can be easier to celebrate others rather than ourselves,
CoJourn partners can remind one another to maintain this celebratory
orientation. This practice of celebration can help cultivate a habit of
gratitude, which has many benefits for mental and physical health.

Component #8: Singular Focus
on One Area of Change
CoJourn was designed to go against some of our inclinations to want
to do everything, change everything, right away, by centering a singular
focus on one area of change.
In almost all cases, taking on too many areas of change simultaneously
can be overwhelming, unfocused, and a recipe for disappointment.

Research shows: multitasking is not particularly effective and negatively
impacts performance, and can be associated with negative outcomes
such as depression and social anxiety.
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By narrowing the focus of CoJourn to a single broad area of well-being
and creating weekly progress goals, you will have the opportunity to
receive the benefit of consistency and real sustained movement in one
focused area of your life.

After you read through the Eight Core Components,
answer these questions, and discuss with your partner:

Even when it feels like no progress is being made from the day-to-day
perspective, following through on goals over time will add up to create
observable change.

Core Components Review
and Reflection Questions
Core Componen
8
e
h
T
ts

1. Which of the Eight Core Components come most easily
to you, or do you already practice in your everyday life?

2. What feels exciting to you about these core
components?

1. Peer Support
2. Confidentiality
3. Active Listening

3. Which of the core components do you still have
questions about?

4. Accountability
5. Commitment
6. Compassionate /
Nonjudgmental Approach

4. What fears or concerns do you have connected to
enacting (and sustaining) these core components?

7. Spirit of Celebration
8. Singular Focus on Change

Pg.16 • MyCRU Journal
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5. Which of the Eight Core Components do you think
will be most difficult for you to sustain?

Based on My Wellbeing Assessment
(tinyurl.com/umass-wellbeing-assessment)…
MY WELLBEING STRENGTH IS:

6. Why do you feel they would be difficult for you?

AN AREA OF WELLBEING I WOULD LIKE TO WORK ON:

l GET MyCRU Journal: it’s an easy centralized location to take notes,
7. What can you do to support yourself with this component?

reflect and track your progress. Congratulations! If you are reading this
you have already met this goal. For more, visit the MyCRU website.

l REVIEW WEEKLY WELLBEING WEDNESDAY EMAILS: Weekly themes,
resources and directives will come to you in the format of the Wellbeing
Wednesday emails. Be sure to review these each week for MyCRU
directions and themes for the week.
8. What can your CoJourn partner do to support you with
this component?

l RESILIENCE OPTION: Sign UP FOR JUST ONE THING FREE NEWSLETTER:
JUST ONE THING (JOT) is the free newsletter that suggests a simple
practice each week for more joy, more fulfilling relationships, and
more peace of mind. A small thing repeated routinely adds up over
time to produce big results. rickhanson.net/newsletter-signup/

l For MEETING #1: REVIEW COJOURN 8 Core Components, Answer
9. Any other thoughts or reactions that would be helpful
to share with your partner?

Reflection Questions and Share with your CRU. Throughout this
program we will be using elements of a program called CoJourn
designed to help you with setting your broad wellbeing intention
for your semester, and smaller accountability goals each week to
help you stay well. cojourn.org/

The first step in this process of mindful
awareness is radical self-acceptance.
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–Stephen Batchelor
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MyCRU Weekly themes & Goals
Week

Guiding Theme

Week

1. August 24

The Power of Partnership

5. September 21 Play/Laughter

Goals:

2. August 31

Goals:

Gratitude

Goals:

3. September 7

Nature

4. September 14 Mindfulness
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6. September 28 sleep
Goals:

Goals:

Goals:

Guiding Theme

7. October 5

movement

Goals:

8. October 12

creativity

Goals:
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Week

Guiding Theme

9. October 19

Belief, Hope, & Spirituality

Goals:

Week
ONe:
August
24
1 The Power of Partnership
l Check in

10. October 26

Silence/Stillness

Goals:

11.November 2

l Project Connect Question

Service/Help Others

l Just One Thing

Goals:

l Individual Goals
12. November 9
Goals:

Pg.22 • MyCRU Journal

Humility/Ask for Help

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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Week
two:
August
31
2 gratitude

Write a letter of gratitude to someone
who has been important in your life.
Call that person and read it to them.

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge

Pg.24 • MyCRU Journal
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Each Night this week, Write down
three things you were grateful for

Friday

Tuesday
Monday

Saturday
Thursday

Wednesday

Pg.26 • MyCRU Journal

Sunday
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Week
three:
sept.
7
3
nature

Week
four:
sept.
14
4 mindfulness

l Check in

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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Write about a memory from when you
were young that makes you smile.

Week
5:
Sept.
21
5 play / laughter
l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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6

Week Six: Sept. 28

Close your eyes, take a breath and imagine a place you’re
grateful you visited. Draw or describe the place.

sleep

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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Week Seven: Oct. 5
Movement

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

Practice Self Care
Self care refers to activities and practices that can help reduce
stress and enhance your overall well-being. Self care is more than an
occasional treat, but a way of living each day that incorporates practices
and behaviors that help you feel refreshed, re-energized, and rested.
Everyone deals with stress differently, and everyone’s preferences for
practicing self-care are different as well.

The important thing is to make self-care a priority in your schedule.

Here are some ideas:
l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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l Keep practicing gratitude!
l Journal
l Sleep
l Exercise
l Do something you love
l Meditate
l Hang out with friends
& family

l Schedule breaks
l Go for a walk
l Cook something
l Practice yoga

l Stretch
l Listen to music
l Have a 3 minute
dance party

l Practice self-compassion
(Treat yourself like you would
treat your best friend)

l Take time for yourself
l Do something creative
l Unplug from technology
l Practice deep breathing
l Take a nap
l Spend time in nature
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Week
eight:
Oct.
12
8 creativity

coloring break!

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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Mandala design: Visnezh / Freepik
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What was something that was hard to do
but you are grateful you did?

9

Week Nine: Oct. 19
Belief, Hope, & Spirituality

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge

Pg.38 • MyCRU Journal
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Week
ten:
Oct.
26
10 Silence/Stillness
l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge

Think of someone from your past that taught
you something about yourself.

Write about it.

11

Week Eleven: Nov. 2
Service/Help Others

l Check in

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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Random Acts of Kindness
(Some ideas to get you started.)

l Post positive notes around your community.
l Pick a random day to celebrate a friend.
l Try to give one compliment every day for a month.
l Actively listen to the people in your life.
l Let someone go ahead of you while you’re

My Random acts
Date

Act

Notes

waiting in line.

l Pick up litter that you see on the ground
when you’re out and about.

l Leave cards or little gifts for mail carriers
or maintenance workers.

l Give a copy of your favorite book to someone
who could use it.

l Leave an appreciative comment on a social media
post you really loved.

l Learn the names of people you see often,
even just in passing.

l Paint small rocks with inspirational sayings
and put them around your local park.

l Write a note about a book that changed your life
and leave it in a copy of that book at the library
or bookstore.

l Start a kindness competition with friends.
Commit to one kind act each day.
Pg.44 • MyCRU Journal
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Week
twelve:
Nov.
9
12

I need help with…

Humility/Ask for Help

l Check in

People I can ask…

l Project Connect Question

l Just One Thing

Asking
for Help is
a Sign of
Strength

l Individual Goals

l Group Weekly Wellbeing Challenge
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What I will say…
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UMass Resources
#40DaysofUMass

Get to know your UMass.

UMass Coronavirus Site
Latest COVID-19 updates, FAQs, and remote learning support.

Get involved
Find out about student clubs and organizations.

Virtual Student Life
Calendar of student events taking place remotely.

Student success
Set goals, make plans, develop skills, find opportunities.

Student success planner
Get organized for the new academic year.

Health and wellbeing resources
Connect with programs that support health and well-being.

Advocacy, Inclusion and Support
Partnerships, services and support for underrepresented students.

Center for Counseling and Psychological Health
Support groups, workshops, brief therapy and referrals.

Living At UMass
Everything you need to know about on campus life.

Disability Services
Opportunities and accommodations for students with disabilities.

Dean of Students Office
Support and referrals for all types of student concerns.

Single-Stop Resources
In support of keeping your college success on track.

